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Do you have what it takes to survive?Do you have what it takes to survive?

The EMP hits. The lights go out and silence roars. Society is on the brink of violent chaos. The only way to survive is

to get out, away from the cities and into the wilderness.

Max is an office worker with some gear and a plan. He's one of the first to realize the unspoken dangers. A few years

ago, he inherited an old farmhouse. His plan is to get to it as fast as possible and bunker down. He thinks he's ready,

but he quickly discovers that there's more to surviving than just having the right gear.

Mandy is a waitress with the day off work. What seems like a normal power outage quickly turns terrifying. Her

peaceful town is no longer the home she once knew. She's offered a way out, but can she put her trust in a perfect

stranger?

Georgia is a single mother who just wants to keep her two teenage kids safe. She drives a pickup and loves hunting.

She has skills that could keep her family alive, but is she ready to make life or death decisions in the blink of an eye?

Do Max, Mandy, and Georgia have what it takes to overcome the unexpected? After all, even the best-laid plans can

come up short.

Getting Out is book 1 of The EMP, a post-apocalyptic survival thriller series. It deals with real people fighting for
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their survival every inch of the way.
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